Multistage Analysis of Variants in the Inflammation Pathway and Lung Cancer Risk in Smokers
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Abstract

Background: Tobacco-induced lung cancer is characterized by a deregulated inflammatory microenvironment. Variants in multiple genes in inflammation pathways may contribute to risk of lung cancer.

Methods: We therefore conducted a three-stage comprehensive pathway analysis (discovery, replication, and meta-analysis) of inflammation gene variants in ever-smoking lung cancer cases and controls. A discovery set (1,096 cases and 727 controls) and an independent and nonoverlapping internal replication set (1,154 cases and 1,137 controls) were derived from an ongoing case-control study. For discovery, we used an iSelect BeadChip to interrogate a comprehensive panel of 11,737 inflammation pathway single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and selected nominally significant (P < 0.05) SNPs for internal replication.

Results: There were six SNPs that achieved statistical significance (P < 0.05) in the internal replication data set with concordant risk estimates for former smokers and five concordant and replicated SNPs in current smokers. Replicated hits were further tested in a subsequent meta-analysis using external data derived from two published genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and a case-control study. Two of these variants (a BCL2L14 SNP in former smokers and an SNP in IL2RB in current smokers) were further validated. In risk score analyses, there was a 26% increase in risk with each additional adverse allele when we combined the genotyped SNP and the most significant imputed SNP in IL2RB in current smokers and a 36% similar increase in risk for former smokers associated with genotyped and imputed BCL2L14 SNPs.

Conclusions/Impact: Before they can be applied for risk prediction efforts, these SNPs should be subject to further external replication and more extensive fine mapping studies. Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev; 21(7); 1213–21. ©2012 AACR.

Introduction

Tobacco-induced lung cancer is characterized by generation of reactive oxidant species (ROS) leading to tissue destruction and an abundant and deregulated inflammatory microenvironment. Chronic airway inflammation contributes to alterations in the bronchial epithelium and lung microenvironment, provoking a milieu conducive to pulmonary carcinogenesis (1). Selection has endowed humans with a balance between an appropriately limited inflammatory response that protects the host against infection and an abnormally prolonged or intense inflammatory response that could result in a dysfunctional immune system and create a microenvironment that might promote carcinogenesis (2). Epidemiologic evidence also supports a role of inflammation in lung carcinogenesis (3). For example, besides the well-documented association between lung cancer and obstructive pulmonary disease (with its inflammatory microenvironment), there is reported to be an increased risk of lung cancer among patients with lung infections (e.g., tuberculosis and bacterial pneumonia) as well as in immunosuppressed individuals (3). We and others have previously shown that tobacco-induced chronic obstructive airways disease, likewise characterized by a sustained inflammatory reaction in the airways and lung parenchyma, is a significant contributor to lung cancer risk in smokers (4, 5).

However, there is considerable inter-individual variation in susceptibility of long-term smokers to develop chronic...
obstructive airways disease and/or lung cancer. There is also extensive evidence of familial aggregation of both diseases suggesting that genetic components exist. Genetic variants in key inflammation-related genes could alter gene function and cause a shift in balance, resulting in deregulation of the inflammatory response and corresponding modulation of susceptibility to cigarette-induced normal tissue damage (6).

Loza and colleagues (6) have stressed the advantages of conducting pathway-focused analyses, using predefined functional subpathways to evaluate biologically feasible interactions. We therefore conducted an in-depth 3-stage analysis (discovery, replication, and meta-analysis) of gene variants in inflammatory pathways as susceptibility factors for lung cancer in ever-smokers to evaluate their role in the context of relevant covariates. A parallel study in never-smokers has been previously reported (7).

Materials and Methods

Study subjects

**Discovery and internal replication sample.** The discovery and replication populations were nonoverlapping sets of cases and controls derived from an ongoing multiracial/ethnic lung cancer case–control study at MD Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, TX; refs. 8, 9). Cases were consecutive patients with newly diagnosed, histopathologically confirmed, and previously untreated non–small cell lung cancer with no age, gender, ethnicity, tumor histology, or disease stage restrictions. Medical history, family history of cancer, smoking habits, and occupational history were obtained through an interview-er-administered risk factor questionnaire. Institutional review board approval at MD Anderson Cancer Center was obtained for this study. Case exclusion criteria included a history of prior cancer, prior chemotherapy or radiotherapy for the lung cancer, or recent blood transfusion.

We recruited our control population from the Kelsey-Seybold Foundation, Houston’s largest multidisciplinary physician practice (9). Potential controls were first surveyed with a short questionnaire for their willingness to participate in research studies and provide preliminary data for matching demographic characteristics with those of cases (9). Controls were frequency-matched to the cases on the basis of age (±5 years), sex, smoking status, and ethnicity. Control exclusion criteria for the study included prior chemotherapy or radiotherapy or recent blood transfusion and any previous cancer. To date, the response rate among both the cases and controls has been approximately 75%. Upon receiving informed consent, a 40-mL blood sample was drawn into coded heparinized tubes from all study participants for the assays. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes and stored at −80 °C until use.

This analysis focuses on Caucasian case and control subjects who reported being ever-smokers, that is, had smoked more than 100 cigarettes over a lifetime. Former smokers were defined as those who had quit smoking more than a year before their diagnosis (cases) or before interview (controls). The internal replication set was composed of the 1,154 ever-smoking Caucasian lung cancer cases and 1,137 controls that was the population used for the published lung cancer genome-wide association studies (GWAS) conducted by Amos and colleagues and who were enrolled into the case–control study from August 1995 through October 2005 (10). The discovery set was based on case and control subjects who were not included in the lung cancer GWAS and who were selected from the entire lung study database through October 2008 (excluding those enrolled in the GWAS) on the basis of histology (non–small cell lung cancer), ethnicity (Caucasian), and ever-smoking status.

**Meta-analysis sample.** For the third-stage meta-analysis, 3 additional studies (2 GWAS and a case–control study) contributed data using the same inclusion criteria of non–small cell lung cancer in Caucasian ever-smokers. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) GWAS (ref. 11; 1,426 cases and 1,564 controls) included a lung cancer case–control study conducted in 6 central European countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia, and Slovakia). The NCI GWAS (ref. 12; 3,164 cases and 2,983 controls) was drawn from a population-based case–control study, The Environment And Genetics in Lung cancer Etiology (EAGLE) study in Lombardy, Northern Italy, as well as 3 cohort studies; specifically: the Alpha-Tocopherol, Beta-Carotene Cancer Prevention Study (ATBC), a randomized primary prevention trial including nearly 30,000 male smokers enrolled in Finland between 1985 and 1993; the Prostate, Lung, Colon, Ovary Screening Trial (PLCO), a randomized trial including 150,000 individuals enrolled in 10 U.S. study centers between 1992 and 2001; and the Cancer Prevention Study II Nutrition Cohort (CPS-II), of more than 183,000 subjects enrolled by the American Cancer Society (ACS) between 1992 and 2001 across all U.S. states. The third data set for meta-analysis was derived from a case–control study of lung cancer at Massachusetts General Hospital (Boston, MA). Patients were recruited between December 1992 and April 2007. Controls were either case-related (healthy friends and spouses) or case-unrelated (friends or spouses of other hospital patients from oncology or thoracic surgery units). This study included 892 cases and 809 controls for whom genotyping data were available (13). Each study was approved by institutional review boards, and participants signed an informed consent.

**Gene and single-nucleotide polymorphism selection.** A comprehensive list of candidate genes for the discovery phase was selected as reported previously (7) using the Gene Oncology database (14) and the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) PubMed (15) to identify inflammation pathway–related genes. We also used the inflammation pathway gene list and functionally defined subpathways as outlined in the study by Loza and colleagues (6). For each gene, we selected tagging single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP; tagSNPs) located...
within 10-kb upstream of the transcriptional start site or 10-kb downstream of the transcriptional stop site based on data from the International HapMap Project (16). Using the linkage disequilibrium (LD), select program (17), and the UCSC Golden Path Gene Sorter program (18), we further divided identified SNPs into bins based on an \( r^2 \) threshold of 0.8 and minor allele frequency (MAF) greater than 0.05 in Caucasians to select tagging SNPs. We also included additional inflammation pathway SNPs located in coding (synonymous and nonsynonymous SNPs) and regulatory regions [promoter, splicing site, 5-untranslated region (UTR), and 3-UTR] of inflammation-related genes. Functional SNPs and SNPs in inflammation pathway genes previously reported to be associated with cancer were also included. The complete set of selected SNPs was submitted to Illumina technical support for Infinium chemistry designability, beadtype analyses, and iSelect Infinium Beadchip synthesis.

**Genotyping.** A total of 11,930 SNPs mapped to 904 genes that were in or near inflammation pathways (Supplementary Table) were genotyped in the discovery samples using Illumina’s Infinium iSelect HD Custom Genotyping BeadChip according to the standard 3-day protocol. Genotypes were autocalled using the BeadStudio Software. We excluded any SNP with a call rate lower than 95% or with MAF = 0. The duplicate sample error rate of 0.137% was derived from 64 duplicate samples. The final set included 11,737 SNPs in the inflammation pathway.

**Statistical analysis**

For each SNP, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium was assessed among the controls using a \( \chi^2 \) test. All subsequent analyses were stratified by smoking status (former and current). Single SNP association tests were conducted using PLINK 1.07 (19). Unconditional logistic regression analysis, implemented using SAS version 9.2, was used to calculate the odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the association between a single locus and lung cancer risk with and without adjustment for age, sex, and smoking intensity and assuming an additive model on the logistic scale.

We applied the Bayesian false discovery probability (BFDP) test (20) to evaluate the chance of obtaining a false-positive association during the replication and validation stages. This approach calculates the probability of declaring no association given the data and a specified prior on the presence of an association and has a noteworthy threshold that is defined in terms of the costs of false discovery and nondiscovery. We set a level of noteworthiness for BFDP at 0.8, that is, false nondiscovery rate is 4 times as costly as false discovery. We tested priors ranging from 0.01 through 0.07 and ORs from 1.2 through 1.5. For this analysis, we used a prior of 0.05 to determine that the association was unlikely to represent a false-positive result and selected an OR of 1.5 as this was a hypothesis-driven pathway-based, rather than an agnostic, approach.

For the stage 2 analysis, we conducted an internal fast-track replication separately for current and former smokers, by testing those significant SNPs (\( P < 0.05 \)) from the discovery phase in an independent set of cases and controls drawn from the same study population source and that had been included in the published GWAS, for which the HumanHap300 BeadChip was used for genotyping. For imputation of ungenotyped SNPs, we applied the MACH1.0.16 program (21) using HapMap 2 CEU reference data (release 21) for GWAS data plus 1,000 Genomes CEU reference data (March 2010 release) for the candidate regions, that had imputation \( R^2 \) values \( \geq 0.8 \). LD for the top SNPs was visualized using Haplovew v. 4.1 (22) to summarize \( R^2 \) statistics.

For the meta-analysis, we combined data from the 2 published GWAS and the case–control study using R Software version 1.6-1 (23). Between-study heterogeneity was tested by the Cochran Q test, with \( P < 0.05 \) as the significance level. If there was evidence of significant heterogeneity, we applied the random-effects model, using the method of DerSimonian and Laird (24). For the fixed-effects model, we used the Mantel–Haenszel method. The significance of the pooled OR was determined by the Z test, and \( P < 0.05 \) was considered as statistically significant. All the \( P \) values reported here were 2-sided.

**Results**

**Discovery phase**

The discovery set (Table 1) included 1,096 case patients and 727 control subjects (608 former smoking cases and 325 controls and 488 current smoker cases and 402 controls). The cases (64.7 years) were older than the controls (57.5 years). This exceeds the 5-year matching criterion and reflects ongoing incomplete control recruitment as frequency matching is used. The cases were also heavier smokers, both in terms of cigarettes per day (27.4 vs. 23.7) and years smoked (36.8 vs. 29.5). Former smoker cases were more likely to have quit at an older age than their respective controls. Cases were also more likely to report a prior history of physician-diagnosed emphysema, dust exposure, family history of cancer in first-degree relatives, exposure to asbestos, and less likely to report suffering from hay fever. The distribution of genes by functional subpathway and number of SNPs/gene included in the discovery phase is summarized in the Supplementary Table. Before selection of SNPs for replication, there were 653 SNPs for former smokers and 608 SNPs for current smokers that achieved nominal \( P \) values of \( <0.05 \) in the discovery set.

**Internal replication**

The independent replication set included 1,154 cases and 1,137 controls from our GWAS (603 and 657, respectively, former smoking cases and controls; 551 and 480 current smoking cases and controls). The distribution of risk factors between cases and controls in the second phase closely resembled those in the discovery phase.
From the SNPs that were statistically significant in the discovery phase, we matched 295 SNPs that were directly genotyped from the GWAS database and an additional 200 imputed SNPs. The remaining 741 SNPs could not be evaluated. Using these genotyped and imputed data for the replication phase, we conducted logistic regression analysis assuming an additive model for each available SNP and conducting separate analyses for current and former smokers. On univariate analysis, there were 6 SNPs that achieved statistical significance (\( P < 0.05 \)) in the replication data set with risk estimates concordant for direction for former smokers and 5 SNPs that were concordant for risk estimates and also achieved significance in current smokers (Table 2). For the 2 SNPs in TGFB1, \( r^2 \) for LD was 0.412 and for the 2 SNPs in IL2RB, \( r^2 \) for LD was 0.586. All other SNPs that were statistically significant on univariate analysis had \( r^2 \) values that were <0.002.

We also applied the BFDP test (20) to evaluate the likelihood of any of these 11 SNP associations being false-positive associations. On the basis of the criteria outlined above, 10 of the 11 SNPs had BFDP < 0.8 and rs1544669 in former smokers had BFDP = 0.86. Similar results were obtained for OR = 1.2 and priors of 0.03 and 0.07.

In current smokers, the significant SNPs belonged to either the leukocyte (ICOS, rs1896286 and CD86, rs12106790) or cytokine (IL2RB, rs1003694 and rs2235330 and CSF2RB, rs20722707) signaling subpathways. In former smokers, besides the leukocyte (LILRA4, rs1205316) and cytokine (TGFB1, rs 2241715 and rs4803455 and IL15RA, rs17146857) signaling pathways, rs4747064 in PRF1 (ROS/glutathione/cytotoxic granules) and rs1544669 in BCL2L14 (apoptosis signaling) were also replicated. Of the 741 SNPs significant in the discovery phase that we could not internally replicate, 12 SNPs belonged to genes with replicated SNPs, including 4 in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of ever-smoking lung cancer cases and controls in discovery and replication populations, MD Anderson Cancer Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean age (SD), y</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Former</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of cigarettes/day</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years smoked</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pack-years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age stopped smoking</strong>&lt;42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dust exposure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emphysema</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hay fever</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asbestos exposure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family history of smoking-related cancers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average lifetime; former smokers only.*
Meta-analysis

We elected to move all 11 SNPs on to phase III replication in the meta-analysis. Three of these SNPs were not included on the 317k chip and had to be imputed in our replication set and in the IARC data set. rs17146857 (r² = 0.84) and rs1544669 (r² = 0.49) were included, but we were unable to reliably impute rs1205316.

The meta-analysis results for the 3 external data sets are summarized in Fig. 1A and B for current and former smokers, respectively. Two SNPs were successfully replicated with ORs in similar direction. In current smokers (Fig. 1A), we replicated rs2235330 in IL2RB (OR = 0.92; 0.84–1.00) whereas the other IL2RB SNP, rs1003694, was borderline significant (OR = 0.95; 0.88–1.02). Both SNPs in IL2RB are intronic. For former smokers (Fig. 1B), rs1544669 in BCL2L14 in a 5′-UTR flanking region was associated with a summary OR of 0.92 (0.82–1.03). Both SNPs in IL2RB were included on the 317k chip and had to be imputed in our replication set.

There were no substantial differences when the discovery and replication data were stratified by gender, histology, or smoking intensity. To verify whether there were stronger signals in the 2 identified loci, we conducted SNP imputation in the discovery data set to increase coverage in the regions surrounding rs1003694 and rs2235330 for current smokers and around rs1544669 in former smokers, based on the 1000 genomes March 2010 and June 2010 release CEU reference panels using MACH version 1.016 (21). For IL2RB, there were 91 genotyped SNPs 1 Mb from each side of the gene used for imputation. A/T or C/G SNPs were checked for strand orientation and flipped to forward strand as needed before the imputation. There were 480 imputed SNPs with R² for imputation quality over 0.8. The most significant SNPs (Fig. 2A) were rs5995385 (genotyped) and rs5750383 and rs5756527 (both imputed), all with P = 0.001124 and in tight LD. Because these SNPs were not included in the GWAS, we were not able to attempt replication. They are all located in the flanking 3′-UTR region of IL2RB that is not highly conserved but could tag functional polymorphisms in IL2RB.

We conducted a similar imputation analysis for BCL2L14 and identified 351 imputed SNPs with R² for imputation quality more than 0.8 (Fig. 2B). The top 3 SNPs, all with P value <0.004 (rs11054701, rs2075241, and rs2160521) were in complete LD, and only one (rs2075241) was selected for inclusion in the risk score.

Risk score

We computed genetic risk scores by summing the adverse alleles from the replicated and most significant imputed SNPs in IL2RB for current smokers and BCL2L14 for former smokers (Table 3). We restricted this analysis to our discovery data set for which we had conducted imputation. For current smokers, compared with those carrying 0 or 1 adverse allele, risks increased from 1.19 (0.73–1.94) for those carrying 2 adverse alleles; 1.45 (0.91–2.31) for those carrying 3 adverse alleles; and 2.11 (1.25–3.55) for those with 4 adverse alleles. There was a 26% increase in risk with each additional allele (P_trend = 0.002). For former smokers, the risk for those carrying 3 or 4 adverse alleles was 2.84 (1.47–5.48) and there was a 36% increase in risk for each adverse allele (P_trend = 0.0005). There was no association between the number of adverse alleles (risk score) and smoking intensity (pack-years) in either current or former smokers. We also conducted logistic regression analyses by including the SNPs as independent variables in the model along with the covariates of age, sex, cigarette pack-years, and smoking-related family history of cancer: for former smokers, the trend for imputed genotype in replication set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome</th>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Minor allele</th>
<th>MAF</th>
<th>OR (95%CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>OR (95%CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former smokers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>rs17146857b</td>
<td>6,028,077</td>
<td>Flanking 3′-UTR</td>
<td>FBXO18/IL15RA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.34 (1.01–1.77)</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>1.39 (1.12–1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smokers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>rs1896286</td>
<td>204,540,683</td>
<td>Flanking 3′-UTR</td>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.22 (1.01–1.48)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>1.23 (1.02–1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>rs12106790</td>
<td>123,249,744</td>
<td>Flanking 5′-UTR</td>
<td>CD86</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.79 (0.63–1.00)</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.78 (0.63–0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>rs1003694</td>
<td>35,869,074</td>
<td>Intron</td>
<td>IL2RB</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.75 (0.61–0.93)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.72 (0.58–0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>rs2072707</td>
<td>35,649,027</td>
<td>Intron</td>
<td>CSF2RB</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.24 (1.02–1.51)</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>1.22 (1.01–1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>rs2235330</td>
<td>35,869,659</td>
<td>Intron</td>
<td>IL2RB</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.79 (0.62–1.00)</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.77 (0.62–0.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Bolded SNPs were replicated in the meta-analysis.
Abbreviation: BP, base position.
*Allele change/allele frequency based on information in CEU population in HapMap.
\(b\)Imputed genotype in replication set.
ORs were 1.55 (1.17–2.07, \( P = 0.0026 \)) for rs2075251 and 0.79 (0.64–0.98, \( P = 0.0279 \)) for rs1544669. In current smokers, the comparable ORs were 0.76 (0.61–0.95, \( P = 0.0154 \)) for rs5995385 and 0.84 (0.64–1.11, \( P = 0.2214 \)) for rs1544669 (data not shown).

**Discussion**

In this multistage analysis, using independent sets of cases and controls for discovery and replication, we were able to successfully replicate 6 SNPs in the inflammation pathways in former smokers and 5 different SNPs in current smokers that were statistically significant in both groups with almost identical risk estimates in the discovery and replication phases. In a subsequent meta-analysis from 3 additional external studies, 2 of these variants achieved statistical significance. These were rs1544669 in \( BCL2L14 \) in former smokers and rs2235330 in \( IL2RB \) in current smokers.

Inflammation is a physiologic response to cellular and tissue damage. Appropriate response to this damage is tightly regulated through a balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and signaling molecules (26). It is suggested, in fact, that the tumor microenvironment and especially its inflammatory component may be a critical element of carcinogenesis (27). Because common variations in a single gene contribute only modestly to risk, it seems logical that rather than focusing on a few SNPs and/or genes with the strongest evidence of disease association, one considers multiple variants in interacting or related genes in the same pathway to improve the power to detect causal pathways and disease mechanisms (28).

The replicated SNP in current smokers was in the interleukin-2 receptor subunit beta (\( IL2RB \)) gene, a cytokine signaling gene. IL-2 exerts both stimulatory and regulatory functions in the immune system and is a member of the cytokine family that is central to immune homeostasis (29). IL-2 binds to its receptor complex, IL-2R\(\alpha\), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) chains, and exerts its effect via second messengers, mainly tyrosine kinases, which ultimately are involved in T-cell–mediated immune responses. Local...
blockade of the β-chain of the IL-2R restored an immunosuppressive cytokine milieu that ameliorated both inflammation and airway hyperresponsiveness in experimental allergic asthma (30). IL-2 is the major growth factor for activated T lymphocytes and stimulates clonal expansion and maturation of these lymphocytes.

In former smokers, we replicated an SNP in the BCL2L14 gene, located on chromosome 12, and that encodes apoptosis facilitator Bcl-2-like protein 14. LOH of the short arm of chromosome 12 is a frequent event in both hematologic malignancies and solid tumors (31). BCL2L14, also known as Bcl-G, is a proapoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family.

Table 3. Genetic risk score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of adverse alleles</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Adjusted OR (95%CI)b</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current smokersa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>58 (11.89)</td>
<td>66 (16.42)</td>
<td>1.19 (0.73–1.94)</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>121 (24.80)</td>
<td>123 (30.60)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>190 (38.93)</td>
<td>144 (35.82)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.91–2.31)</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>119 (24.39)</td>
<td>69 (17.16)</td>
<td>2.11 (1.25–3.55)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_trend</td>
<td>1.26 (1.09–1.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former smokersc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>45 (7.40)</td>
<td>31 (9.54)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.67–1.96)</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>199 (32.73)</td>
<td>125 (38.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>261 (42.93)</td>
<td>142 (43.69)</td>
<td>1.37 (0.81–2.33)</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>94 (15.46)</td>
<td>26 (8.00)</td>
<td>2.84 (1.47–5.48)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_trend</td>
<td>1.36 (1.15–1.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a rs2235330 (IL2RB) and rs5995385 (IL2RB).

*b Adjusted for age, sex, pack-years, and family history of smoking-related cancers.

*c rs2075241 (BCL2L14) and rs1544669 (BCL2L14).
of the Bcl-2 family which regulates cell death (32). This gene has been shown to be a transcriptional target of TP53 (33) and is a candidate tumor suppressor. Association of this gene with lung cancer has not been previously reported. Because apoptosis plays an essential role in protecting against cellular carcinogenesis, such as one due to oxidative damage from cigarette smoke, it is biologically plausible that this cell death regulator might influence the pathogenesis of lung cancer through the TP53 pathway. It is not surprising that different findings were observed in current versus former smokers. For example, current and former smokers differ with respect to the role that COX-2 plays in maintaining bronchial epithelial proliferation (34), and differences between these 2 groups with respect to bronchial epithelial biology have been reported (35, 36). Different biology is also suggested by the observation that active smokers have fared poorly in large-scale chemoprevention trials, whereas former smokers have exhibited no effect or favorable trends (34).

There are a few published, generally small, candidate gene studies on polymorphisms in inflammation-related genes that have been linked with increased lung cancer risk but with limited replication of the study results, as reviewed by Engels (3). For example, Hart and colleagues (37) studied 11 SNPs in 9 genes in 882 subjects and reported risk by combination of adverse genotypes, but there was no replication phase. Vogel and colleagues (38) included 7 inflammation pathway SNPS in their case–cohort study that included 428 cases. Carriers of a variant allele of IL-10 and IL-1B were at increased risk, although the latter was statistically significant only in current smokers. We (39) have previously published case–control data on more than 1,000 cases and a similar number of controls from the study base and reported a significant association with an SNP in IL1B. In the International Lung Cancer Consortium (ILCCO), we conducted a coordinated genotyping study of 10 common variants including this IL-1B variant in 4,588 cases and 6,453 controls but found no association with this IL1B variant (40), nor was this variant (40), nor was this IL1B variant included in our discovery analysis.

In the International Lung Cancer Consortium (ILCCO), we conducted a coordinated genotyping study of 10 common variants including this IL-1B variant in 4,588 cases and 6,453 controls but found no association with this IL1B variant (40), nor was this specific IL1B variant included in our discovery analysis.

Our discovery and replication data are derived from a retrospective case–control analysis and therefore we are unable to effectively evaluate any meaningful association with inflammatory marker levels as prediagnostic sera are not available. However, an analysis of prediagnostic C-reactive protein levels in the PLCO data showed a significant association with subsequent lung cancer risk (41). Another limitation of our study was the lack of genotyping for all of the SNPs included in our discovery study so that we could not validate risk score predictions. Further studies that independently evaluate the risk scores we developed are needed.

There are clear advantages to this pathway-based approach. Because we restricted our analysis to a specific pathway, we have reduced to some extent the issue of false-positive reporting and increased the power of our analyses. Our genes are classified by functional subpathways and thus we were able to evaluate associations in a more biologically driven manner. We cannot exclude the possibility that despite our 3-stage analytic approach, the findings represent false-positives. However, the relatively large sample sizes with dual discovery and replication populations, detailed epidemiologic information, and comprehensive query of genes and SNPs ensure robust power and greater genetic coverage to detect true-positive findings. Follow-up analysis in African-American lung cancer cases and controls is ongoing to confirm and extend these findings.
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